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(57) ABSTRACT 

An electronically tunable planar antenna 12, a wireleSS 
communication device 10, and a method of tuning an 
antenna 12 in which a high band element 28 and a low band 
element 26 each have a resonant center frequency. At any 
given time, the antenna 12 has two center resonant frequen 
cies and thus allows the device to operate at two frequencies 
Simultaneously. In addition, tuning circuits 38, 36 are con 
nected to the low band element 26 and the high band element 
28, respectively. The tuning circuits 36, 38 electronically 
change the resonant center frequency of the corresponding 
element 26, 28. Accordingly, in the device 10 the method, 
and the antenna one or both of the center frequencies can be 
changed to permit operation at more than two frequencies. 
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ELECTRONICALLY TUNABLE PLANAR 
ANTENNA AND METHOD OF TUNING THE SAME 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0001. This invention relates in general to wireless com 
munication devices, and more Specifically to tunable, mul 
tiple-frequency planar antennas for wireleSS communication 
devices. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 Wireless communication devices generally refer to 
communications terminals that provide a wireleSS commu 
nications link to one or more other communications termi 
nals. WireleSS communication devices may be used in a 
variety of different applications, including cellular tele 
phone, land-mobile (e.g., police and fire departments), and 
Satellite communications Systems. WireleSS communication 
devices typically include an antenna for transmitting and/or 
receiving wireleSS communications signals. In the current 
wireleSS communication environment, wireleSS communica 
tion devices Such as cellular handsets require the ability to 
Simultaneously use multiple frequency bands, for example, 
to access different Services. In addition, users of Such 
devices, Such as international travelers, may need to use the 
devices in regions where the local communications frequen 
cies differ, So there is a need for a device that can accom 
modate different transmission frequencies. There is also a 
Strong demand to further miniaturize Such devices and to 
make the antenna invisible. As a result, there is increasing 
need for a Small, internal antenna that is resonant at multiple 
frequencies and that can be tuned to different frequencies. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0003. The accompanying figures, where like reference 
numerals refer to identical or functionally similar elements 
throughout the Separate ViewS and which together with the 
detailed description below are incorporated in and form part 
of the Specification, Serve to further illustrate various 
embodiments and to explain various principles and advan 
tages all in accordance with the present invention. 
0004 FIG. 1 is a plan view and block diagram of a 
tunable planar antenna and of elements connected to the 
antenna in a preferred embodiment of the invention; 
0005 FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic plan view of the antenna 
of FIG. 1 in which a low band part of the antenna is 
indicated by solid lines; 
0006 FIG. 3 is a diagrammatic plan view of the antenna 
of FIG. 1 in which a high band part of the antenna is 
indicated by solid lines; 
0007 FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of one example of 
a tuning circuit for the antenna of FIG. 1; 
0008 FIG. 5 is a table showing the states of the switches 
of FIG. 4 for eight different antenna frequencies; 
0009 FIG. 6 is a plan view and schematic diagram of a 
tunable planar antenna and of elements connected to the 
antenna in a Second preferred embodiment of the invention; 
0.010 FIG. 7 is a graph of frequency versus return loss 
for the embodiment of FIG. 5 in a state when the Switch is 
Open, 
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0011 FIG. 8 is a graph of frequency versus return loss 
for the embodiment of FIG. 5 in a state when the Switch is 
closed; 
0012 FIG. 9 is a plan view of a two dimensional antenna 
of another embodiment; 

0013 FIG. 10 is a plan view of a two dimensional 
antenna of another embodiment; 

0014 FIG. 11 is a plan view of a two dimensional 
antenna of a further embodiment; and 

0.015 FIG. 12 is a plan view of a two dimensional 
antenna of a further embodiment. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0016. In overview, the present disclosure concerns a 
wireleSS communication device that has a planar, tunable 
antenna. In particular, the antenna is designed Such that it 
resonates at two different center frequencies Simultaneously, 
which permits simultaneous operation of the device at two 
different frequencies. That is, reception or transmission of 
RF signals may be performed at two different frequencies 
Simultaneously. Further, tuning circuits can change one or 
both of the two center frequencies at which the antenna 
resonates. Therefore, the device can operate at multiple 
frequencies. This allows, for example, international travelers 
to use cellular handsets in various regions having differing 
transmission Standards. Further, it allows a user in one 
region to use multiple Services with the same antenna. For 
example, the same antenna that is used for Voice commu 
nication might also be used for receiving global positioning, 
or GPS, Signals. In addition, the antenna is relatively Small 
and can be easily hidden within the housing of a portable 
handset. 

0017. The wireless device, the antenna, and the method 
of tuning the antenna of the wireleSS device discussed below 
are intended to and will alleviate problems caused by prior 
art wireleSS devices. It is expected that one of ordinary skill, 
given the described principles, concepts and examples will 
be able to implement other similar procedures and configu 
rations. It is anticipated that the claims below cover Such 
other examples. 
0018. The following is a description of the embodiment 
shown in FIG. 1. A wireless device 10 includes a two 
dimensional inverted-F antenna 12, which is Sometimes 
referred to as a planar inverted-Fantenna, or PIFA. The word 
“planar does not mean that the antenna must lie in a plane 
while in use. The antenna 12 may be curved to conform to 
the body of a handset housing, for example. The antenna is 
also Sometimes referred to as a folded inverted-F antenna, 
Since the leftmost element is thought of as being folded to 
reduce the length of the antenna. 
0019. The antenna 12 is made of conductive material 
Such as metal. The antenna 12 may be etched from a thin 
copper layer formed on a printed circuit board, for example, 
and tuning circuitry for tuning the antenna 12 may or may 
not be included on the Same circuit board. The antenna may 
be applied to the inside of a handset or other wireleSS device 
Such that it is out of Sight to users. The antenna 12 is 
generally formed by two dimensional, elements that are 
joined together. The antenna 12 has a first longitudinal 
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element 14, a Second longitudinal element 16, and a third 
longitudinal element 18, as shown. The first longitudinal 
element 14 is spaced apart from the Second longitudinal 
element 16, and the third longitudinal element 18 is spaced 
apart from the Second longitudinal element 16. Connected to 
the longitudinal elements are a first lateral element 20, a 
Second lateral element 22, and a third lateral element 24, 
which are spaced apart from one another, as shown. 
0020. With reference to FIG. 1, the end of the antenna at 
which a high band tuning circuit 36 is connected is referred 
to as the upper end of the antenna for discussion purposes 
only and is not necessarily located in an upward position in 
an actual device. 

0021. At the upper end of the antenna, the first lateral 
element 20 joins the first longitudinal element 14 to the 
Second longitudinal element 16. Midway along the Second 
longitudinal element 16, the Second lateral element 22 joins 
the Second longitudinal element 16 to the third longitudinal 
element 18. The third lateral element 24 extends from the 
lower end of the Second longitudinal element 16 as shown. 
Although the elements are shown to be orthogonal or 
parallel in FIG. 1, the elements need not be strictly orthogo 
nal or parallel for the device to work, which is apparent from 
the alternative embodiments of FIGS. 9-12. 

0022. The elements of the antenna 12 form a low band 
element 26 directly coupled to a high band element 28, as 
shown in FIGS. 2 and 3. The low band element 26 is 
Simultaneously resonant at a lower frequency than the high 
band element 28. Thus, the antenna 12 is resonant at two 
different center frequencies, which allows operation in two 
bands simultaneously. The low band element 26 and the high 
band element 28 share a common RF input point, which is 
located at the lower end of the third longitudinal element 18 
and which is connected to a duplexer, as shown in FIG. 1. 
The duplexer is connected to a transmitter and a receiver. 
Both the transmitter and the receiver are connected to a 
controller, and the controller is connected to a user interface. 
The wireless device 10 includes other elements, Such as a 
microphone and a speaker, which are not illustrated for the 
Sake of Simplicity. 
0023 The antenna 12 of this embodiment has the high 
and low band elements 26, 28 and thus has two resonant 
center frequencies and thus permits operation of the device 
10 at two frequencies simultaneously. Conceivably, how 
ever, the antenna of the device 10 may have more than two 
elements and may have more than two Simultaneous reso 
nant frequencies. 
0024. The corner formed by the first longitudinal element 
14 and the first lateral element 20 is beveled to reduce power 
losses in RF signal propagation. Other corners may be 
Similarly beveled or otherwise shaped to reduce power 
losses. 

0025. The letters A, B and C in FIG. 1 represent the 
dimensions of the antenna 12. The dimensions must be 
determined according to the Specifications for each applica 
tion, however, the following dimensions were used in a 
successful prototype: A=25 mm, B=45 mm, and C=5 mm. 
The lateral spacing between the longitudinal elements 14, 
16, 18 is approximately 5 mm, which is not considered to be 
a critical dimension but is preferred. 
0026. The low band element 26 is connected to a low 
band tuning circuit 38. That is, one terminal of the low band 
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tuning circuit 38 is connected to a predetermined point on 
the lower end of the first longitudinal element 14 of the low 
band element 26, and another terminal of the low band 
tuning circuit 38 is connected to a predetermined point on 
the lower end of the second longitudinal element 16, which 
is also part of the low band element 26. 
0027. The high band tuning circuit 38 is connected to 
both the high band element 28 and the low band element 26. 
That is, one terminal of the high band tuning circuit 38 is 
connected to a predetermined point on the upper end of the 
Second longitudinal element 16, which is part of the low 
band element 26, and another terminal of the high band 
tuning circuit 38 is connected to a predetermined point on 
the third longitudinal element 18, which is part of the high 
band element 28. 

0028. The high band tuning circuit 36 and the low band 
tuning circuit 38 electronically alter the frequencies at which 
the elements 26, 28 resonate. This can be accomplished in 
many ways, one of which is to Selectively couple a reactance 
or multiple Stages of reactance between elements of the 
antenna, as disclosed more specifically in the Second and 
third embodiments. The reactance is preferable a capacitive 
reactance, but may be a combination of a capacitive reac 
tance and an inductive reactance. A processor or controller 
can be connected to the high and low band tuning circuits 36, 
38 to independently control the high and low band tuning 
circuits to tune the antenna 12 to multiple pairs of high band 
and low band frequencies. Therefore, at any given time, the 
antenna is resonant at two frequencies, but those two fre 
quencies may each be changed by the respective tuning 
circuits 36, 38 and the associated controller to provide 
numerous different frequency pairs at which the antenna is 
reSOnant. 

0029 FIG. 4 shows a high band tuning circuit 40 of a 
Second embodiment of the wireleSS communication device. 
The high band tuning circuit 40 is one example of a circuit 
that can be employed as the high band tuning circuit 36 in 
FIG. 1. The low band tuning circuit 38 may be essentially 
the same as the high band tuning circuit. 
0030 The high band tuning circuit 40 includes three 
capacitorS 62, 64, 68, which are connected in a parallel 
manner between two predetermined points on the antenna 
12. In series with each capacitor 62, 64, 68 is a PIN diode 
54, 56,58. Each PIN diode 54,56, 58 is forwardly biased by 
the closure of a corresponding Switch 48, 50, 52. In practice, 
transistors would most likely form the Switches 48, 50, 52. 
Other elements of the circuit 40 serve to reverse bias each 
PIN diodes 54,56, 58 when the corresponding switch 48,50, 
52 is open in a manner well understood by those skilled in 
the art. 

0031 When one of the switches 48, 50, 52 is closed, the 
corresponding PIN diode 54, 56, 58 is in a conducting state 
(forward biased) and thus couples the corresponding capaci 
tor 62, 64, 68 between the predetermined points of the 
antenna. Each capacitor 62, 64, 68 effectively alters the 
electrical length of the high band element, in this case, thus 
changing the center frequency at which the high band 
element is resonant. Alternatively, although not illustrated, 
each of the capacitors 62, 64, 68 may be connected in 
parallel or in Series with an inductor. Thus, the tuning circuit 
couples a reactance, which may be capacitive or a combi 
nation of a capacitive and inductive reactance, to the antenna 
to alter the center resonant frequency. 
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0032. Although PIN diodes are employed as a Switching 
device in the embodiment of FIG. 4, Switching devices other 
than PIN diodes may be employed. A high Q resonant 
Switching circuit is desired in order to provide good tuning 
selectivity and low loss. The ideal Switching device for this 
purpose would have very low ON resistance, very high 
isolation properties in the OFF state, and would be com 
pletely linear throughout the desired frequency range. Sev 
eral RF switching devices could be adapted for use in the 
tuning circuit. Examples of Such devices are: MicroElectro 
Mechanical Systems (MEMS), voltage variable capacitors 
(VVCs), and pseudomorphic high electron mobility transis 
tors (PHEMTs). PIN diodes are preferred because of their 
availability and widespread use, their relative linearity, 
moderately low ON resistance, and moderately high OFF 
State isolation. 

0033. When one of the switches 48, 50, 52 is open, the 
corresponding PIN diode 54, 56, 58 is reversed biased and 
rendered non-conducting. This removes the capacitance of 
the associated capacitor 62, 64, 68 and substantially forms 
an open circuit at the reverse biased PIN diode 54, 56, 58. 
0034. A local controller 60 independently controls the 
Switches 48, 50, 52. The local controller 60 is connected 
another controller Such as a main controller. The local 
controller 60 is, for example, a digital Signal processor, or 
DSP. Input signals from the main controller indicate to the 
local controller 60 which of the Switches 48, 50, 52 should 
be open and which should be closed, and the local controller 
60 produces the required output to actuate the Switches 
accordingly. Therefore, any combination of the States of the 
Switches 48, 50, 52 can be produced. 

0035) In the embodiment of FIG. 4, the capacitance of 
the first capacitor is less than that of the Second capacitor 64, 
and the capacitance of the Second capacitor 64 is less than 
that of the third capacitor 68. Accordingly, the table of FIG. 
5 shows that eight different resonant center frequencies of 
the high band element can be provided by different combi 
nations of the states of the Switches 48, 50, 52. Adding 
capacitance to the tuning circuit 40, that is, adding capaci 
tance between the predetermined points of the antenna 12, 
lowers the resonant center frequency of the associated 
element 28. Therefore, frequency 2 in the table is lower than 
frequency 1, and frequency 3 is lower than frequency 2. 
Choosing the capacitance of the capacitorS depends upon the 
antenna being used and the Specifications of the desired 
application and thus must be determined experimentally. 

0.036 Since a tuning circuit identical to that of FIG. 4 can 
also be employed as the low band tuning circuit 38 of FIG. 
1, many different frequency combinations can be produced, 
allowing the wireleSS communication device 10 to operate at 
many different pairs of frequencies. Changing the center 
resonant frequency of one of the band elements 26, 28 can 
be accomplished by Sending a signal to the local controller 
60, So frequency changes are rapid. The high band tuning 
circuit and the low band tuning circuit are controlled inde 
pendently in the embodiment of FIG. 4. Thus, the resonant 
frequency of the high band element 28 can be changed 
without changing the resonant frequency of the low band 
element 26 if desired. In a manner well understood by those 
of ordinary skill in the art, a single local controller 60 can 
control the capacitance Stages of both the high band tuning 
circuit and the low band tuning circuit. 
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0037 FIG. 6 shows a wireless communication device 70 
of a third embodiment. The device 70 is quad-banded. That 
is, it operates in two bands simultaneously, that is, it has two 
resonant center frequencies. By changing the State of a 
Switch 78, the two center frequencies are both changed, 
which allows the device 70 to operate in two different 
frequency bands. A controller or processor can change the 
state of the Switch 78. Thus, in this embodiment, the high 
band element 28 and the low band element 26 are tuned in 
unison, not independently. 
0038. The device 70 includes a high band tuning circuit, 
which is connected to the Second longitudinal element 16 
and the third longitudinal element 18, as shown. A low band 
tuning circuit is connected to the Second longitudinal ele 
ment 16 and the first longitudinal element 14. In a manner 
Similar to that described above, a capacitor 74 is connected 
between two predetermined points on the antenna 12 in the 
high band tuning circuit. Likewise, a capacitor 80 is con 
nected between two predetermined points on the antenna 12 
in the low band tuning circuit. Each capacitor 82, 80 has a 
corresponding PIN diode 74, 76 in series. 
0039. When the switch 78 is closed, the PIN diodes 74, 
76 are in a conducting state and couple the capacitors 80, 82 
between the respective pairs of predetermined points on the 
antenna 12. This alters the center resonant frequencies of 
both the high band element 28 and the low band element 26 
simultaneously, which allows the device 70 to operate at a 
different pair of frequencies. When the Switch 78 is open, the 
PIN diodes 74, 76 are in a non-conducting state and remove 
the capacitances of the capacitors 80, 82 between the respec 
tive pairs of predetermined points on the antenna 12. In other 
words, opening the Switch 78 is an attempt to create an open 
circuit at the PIN diodes 74, 76. 
0040 FIG. 7 is a return loss graph for the antenna 12 of 
the device 70 of FIG. 6 when the switch 78 is open, or off. 
The vertical axis has a logarithmic Scale. The plot shows two 
center frequencies A, B, at which the antenna resonates. 
Frequency A, the low band frequency, is approximately 915 
MHz, which is a frequency used for wireleSS communication 
in Europe, and frequency B, the high band frequency, is 
approximately 1.9 GHZ, which is a frequency used for 
wireleSS communication in the U.S. 

0041 FIG. 8 shows a similar return loss plot taken with 
the Switch 78 in the on, or closed, state in the device of FIG. 
6. Again, the vertical axis has a logarithmic Scale. In FIG. 
8, two center frequencies C, D appear. Frequency C, the low 
band frequency, is approximately 840 MHz, which is a 
frequency used for wireleSS communication in the U.S., and 
frequency D, the high band frequency, is approximately 1.8 
GHZ, which is a frequency used for wireleSS communication 
in Europe. 

0042 FIGS. 9-12 show various configurations of the 
antenna. Each of the antennas of FIGS. 9-12 has a low band 
element 110, a high band element 108, a first high band 
predetermined point 100, at which one terminal of the high 
band tuning circuit 36 is connected, a Second high band 
predetermined point 102, at which the other terminal of the 
high band tuning circuit 36 is connected, a first low band 
predetermined point 104, at which one terminal of the low 
band tuning circuit 36 is connected, a Second low band 
predetermined point 106, at which the other terminal of the 
low band tuning circuit 36 is connected, and an RF input 
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point 98, which is connected to the duplexer or similar 
component of the wireless communication device. FIGS. 
9-12 illustrate that many variations in shape of the antenna 
12 are possible. 
0043. This disclosure is intended to explain how to 
fashion and use various embodiments in accordance with the 
invention rather than to limit the true, intended, and fair 
Scope and Spirit thereof. The foregoing description is not 
intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the 
precise form disclosed. Modifications or variations are poS 
sible in light of the above teachings. The embodiments were 
chosen and described to provide the best illustration of the 
principles of the invention and its practical application, and 
to enable one of ordinary skill in the art to utilize the 
invention in various embodiments and with various modi 
fications as are Suited to the particular use contemplated. All 
Such modifications and variations are within the Scope of the 
invention as determined by the appended claims, as may be 
amended during the pendency of this application for patent, 
and all equivalents thereof, when interpreted in accordance 
with the breadth to which they are fairly, legally, and 
equitably entitled. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A wireleSS communication device comprising: 
an antenna that includes at least a high band element and 

a low band element, wherein the high band element is 
resonant at a first center frequency and the low band 
element is resonant at a Second center frequency, 
wherein the Second center frequency is different from 
the first center frequency and the wireleSS device can 
operate at two different frequencies Simultaneously, 
and 

a tuning circuit connected to the antenna for changing at 
least one of the center frequencies at which the ele 
ments are resonant, Such that the device operates at 
more than two frequencies using the antenna. 

2. The wireleSS communication device of claim 1, 
wherein the tuning circuit is a high band tuning circuit for 
tuning the high band element, and the device includes a low 
band tuning circuit connected to the low band element for 
tuning the low band element. 

3. The wireleSS communication device of claim 1, 
wherein the tuning circuit includes a capacitor, and the 
tuning circuit Selectively couples the capacitor between 
predetermined points on the antenna. 

4. The wireless communication device of claim 3, 
wherein the tuning circuit includes a Switching device 
connected to the capacitor, and the Switching device is 
Selectively changed between a conducting State and a Sub 
Stantially non-conducting State, wherein the capacitor is 
coupled between the predetermined points when the Switch 
ing device is in the conducting State. 

5. The wireless communication device of claim 4, 
wherein the Switching device is a diode. 

6. The wireless communication device of claim 3, 
wherein the capacitor is one of a plurality of capacitors in the 
tuning circuit, and each capacitor is connected between the 
predetermined points of the antenna, and the tuning circuit 
includes a plurality of Switching devices in correspondence 
with the capacitorS Such that one Switching device is con 
nected to each capacitor, wherein each Switching device is 
Selectively changed between a conducting State and a Sub 
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Stantially non-conducting State, and each capacitor is 
coupled between the predetermined points when the corre 
sponding Switching device is in a conducting State. 

7. The wireless communication device of claim 6, 
wherein the tuning circuit includes: 

a plurality of Switches in correspondence with the Switch 
ing devices Such that each Switching device is Selec 
tively actuated by the corresponding Switch; and 

a local controller for Selectively actuating the Switches 
according to an input signal. 

8. The wireless communication device of claim 1, 
wherein the antenna is two-dimensional and includes: 

a first longitudinal element; 

a Second longitudinal element, which is spaced from and 
connected to the first longitudinal element; and 

a third longitudinal element, which is Spaced from and 
connected to the Second longitudinal element. 

9. The wireless communication device of claim 8, 
wherein the low band element includes the first longitudinal 
element and the Second longitudinal element, and the high 
band element includes the third longitudinal element. 

10. The wireless communication device of claim 8, 
wherein the tuning circuit has two terminals, and one 
terminal of the tuning circuit is connected to the Second 
longitudinal element, and the other terminal of the tuning 
circuit is connected to the third longitudinal element. 

11. The wireless communication device of claim 8, 
wherein the tuning circuit has two terminals, and one 
terminal of the tuning circuit is connected to the first 
longitudinal element, and the other terminal of the tuning 
circuit is connected to the Second longitudinal element. 

12. The wireless communication device of claim 8, 
wherein the tuning circuit is a high band tuning circuit for 
tuning the high band element, and the device includes a low 
band tuning circuit connected to the low band element for 
tuning the low band element, and each tuning circuit has two 
antenna terminals, and wherein one antenna terminal of the 
high band tuning circuit is connected to the Second longi 
tudinal element, and the other antenna terminal of the high 
band tuning circuit is connected to the third longitudinal 
element, and one antenna terminal of the low band tuning 
circuit is connected to the first longitudinal element, and the 
other antenna terminal of the low band tuning circuit is 
connected to the Second longitudinal element. 

13. An antenna comprising: 

a first longitudinal, two-dimensional element; 

a Second longitudinal, two-dimensional element, which is 
Spaced from and connected to the first longitudinal 
element, wherein the first and Second longitudinal 
elements are parts of a low band element that is 
resonant at a first center frequency; and 

a third longitudinal, two-dimensional element, which is 
Spaced from and connected to the Second longitudinal 
element, wherein the third longitudinal element is 
included in a high band element that is directly coupled 
to the low band element, wherein the high band element 
is resonant at a Second center frequency, and the Second 
center frequency is different from the first center fre 
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quency, and the antenna is resonant at the first center 
frequency and the Second center frequency Simulta 
neously. 

14. The antenna of claim 13, wherein a two-dimensional 
transverse element extends between the Second longitudinal 
element and the third longitudinal element. 

15. The antenna of claim 14, wherein corresponding ends 
of the first and Second longitudinal elements are joined to 
one another. 

16. The antenna of claim 13, wherein a tuning circuit is 
connected between predetermined points on the antenna to 
change the center frequency at which one of the elements 
resonates, Such that the antenna operates at more than two 
frequencies. 

17. The antenna of claim 16, wherein the tuning circuit 
includes a plurality of parallel capacitors. 

18. The antenna of claim 13, wherein a capacitor and a 
Switching device are connected in Series between a prede 
termined point on the Second longitudinal element and a 
predetermined point on the third longitudinal element, 
wherein the capacitor can be Selectively coupled between 
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the predetermined points according to the State of the 
Switching device to electronically tune the high band ele 
ment. 

19. The antenna of claim 13, wherein a capacitor and a 
Switching device are connected in Series between a prede 
termined point on the first longitudinal element and a 
predetermined point on the Second longitudinal element, 
wherein the capacitor can be Selectively coupled between 
the predetermined points according to the State of the 
Switching device to electronically tune the low band ele 
ment. 

20. A method of operating a wireleSS communication 
device comprising: 

receiving or transmitting Signals at two different frequen 
cies with a single antenna Simultaneously; and 

electronically tuning the antenna Such that at least one of 
the two frequencies is changed, Such that the device can 
operate at more than two frequencies. 

k k k k k 


